What is a partnership?

Partnership:!
A noun: The state or condition of being a partner;
participation; association; joint interest.!
In Law: The relation subsisting between partners. The
contract creating this relationship. An association of
persons joined as partners in business.!
- - From dictionary.com!

The relationship of Spectrum, CLBC and BCH
within the Partnership!
What does this relationship look like?!

Complex!

Dynamic!

Cooperative!

Responsive!

Creative!
Goodwill!

Friendly !
Strategic!

Cost effective!
Responsible!
Caring!
Flexible !

Practical !

Timely!

Tactical!

Or as this selfie of the Partnership shows...!
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It actually works.!
CLBC individuals are interviewed, move into
BCH, and have services provided by
Spectrum...!
...we cooperate and adapt to serve CLBC
individuals in creative caring ways...!
...and we have been doing this successfully for
years now...!

😎!

Actually I do not consider Spectrum, CLBC
and BCH to be the only Partners involved....!
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The individuals we serve are at the centre of
everything, they are the primary partners...!
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Candidate Interviews
Proceed after CLBC
Facilitator nominates a
candidate for the Partnership,
we are careful to take the time
to learn about each person.!

Important things about me:!
😈 My style
* Girlfriend !
🏒 Canucks!
&♂4♀*• Friends!
☕ Tim Hortons coffee!
🎼 Music!
💻 Computer!
🖥 TV!

I would like some help with:!
8♂☕!
🏢 Someplace to live!
🍜 Learning to cook!
💵 Budgeting bills banking!
My questions:!
🍞🍪🍎🌽 Grocery shopping!
🏢💵 How much is the rent?!
💡🗄Cleaning organizing!
⏱( How many hours of support?!
?
📅 Appointments!
🎁(4 What kind of support?!
💻 Computer!
› Will I lose my freedom?!
❓4♀ Someone I can trust to answer
⏰📅🏢 How long to wait for a unit?!
my questions and help me with my
stress, anxiety, and problems. “♂☕📝 Spectrum!
d☕📝 BC Housing!
8☕📝 CLBC!

Candidate Interviews
Every individual is unique.
Some require specialized
forms of communication, so
that is what we do.!

Important things about me:!
•žŸ Z My
communication
🌲✝🌲🔮 My cultural heritage!
.*4¢1 Friends and
family!
🙀😸😽😀😋🙃 My humour!
🌊🏥🚒⚡🔮 Earthquake
prediction!
☕ Waves Coffee!
🖼 Art!
🖥 TV!

I would like some help with:!
🏢 Someplace to live!
•žZ
💡🗄Some cleaning organizing!
d♂☕!
📅 Appointments!
•ž-®ZŸ ZCommunication!
(¯ Someone I can trust to help me
My questions:!
understand the hearing world
🏢💵 How much is the rent?!
❓4♀ Someone I can trust to answer my
✨4What is life skills support?
•žZ?
questions and help me with my stress,
⏱( How many hours of support?!
anxiety, and problems.!
⏰📅🏢 How long to wait for a unit?!
🍗🍊🍌🍕🍝 Grocery shopping!
🏢✅ Is the building safe?
💻 Computer!
“♂☕📝 Spectrum!
💵🏫 Banking!
d☕📝 BC Housing!
8☕📝 CLBC!

Candidate Interviews
Some individuals want more
time to communicate and
think about things, so that is
what we do.!

Important things about me:!
❤💛💚💙💜 I have a BIG
heart
*4♀1¸♀&* Friends
and chatting!
☕ McDonalds coffee!
✝💒 My faith!
🐱 My cat!
›♀ My freedom
🕰 Alone time!

I would like some help with:!
🏢 Someplace to live!
8☕☕☕
💵 Budgeting bills banking!
☕!
🍞🍪🍎🌽 Grocery shopping!
My questions:!
❓4♀ Someone I can trust to answer my
🏢💵 How much is the rent?!
questions and help me with my stress,
⏱( How many hours of support?!
anxiety, and problems.!
✨4♀›♀ Will the life skills
💡🗄Cleaning organizing!
support worker take away my
?
📅 Appointments!
freedom?
º♀✅›♀ How to be safe and free!
📅🏢🗺 How long to wait for a unit?
🔀🔁🔂🔄↪↩ Understanding the
Where will it be?!
“♂☕📝 Spectrum!
systems organizations and people use
🐱 Is my cat allowed?
d☕📝 BC Housing!
8☕📝 CLBC!

Candidate Interviews
Some individuals want to
feel particularly safe, and
cared for in unique ways. So
that is what we do.!

Important things about me:!
💔 I can be vulnerable and
can be taken advantage of
in relationships
dÁ( * I get lonely and
need safe friends!
☕ Tim Hortons coffee!
✝💒Â My faith and culture!
!

I would like some help with:!
💡Ãd¢ Understanding my adult
daughter and family!
d☕!
🏢 Someplace to live!
My questions:!
💵 Budgeting bills banking
🏢💵 How much is the rent?!
🧀🍐🍎🍤🍲 Grocery shopping
⏱( How many hours of support?!
❓4♀ Someone unjudgmental I can trust
•✅ Will my choices be
to answer my questions and help me with
?
honoured?
my stress, anxiety, and problems.!
⏰📅🏢🗺 How long to wait for a
💡🗄Cleaning organizing!
unit? Where will it be?!
💑 How to understand and develop
🔎🏢 How big is the unit?!
healthy relationships
“♂☕📝 Spectrum!
d☕📝 BC Housing!
8☕📝 CLBC!

Candidate Interviews
Some individuals want to
explore who they feel they are
or what they want to do in life.
So we help them do that.!

Important things about me:!
❓💚💛💙💜❓ I keep
changing my mind about
who I want to be and what I
want to do
☕☕ Starbucks tea or coffee!
☕☕ Tim Hortons coffee or
tea!

I would like some help with:!
❓🔦*8_Ë◀▶🔼🔽🔀🔁 I want to
☕8☕!
learn who I want to be and what I want
to do with my life
My questions:!
🏢 Someplace to live!
🏢💵 How much is the rent?!
💵 Budgeting bills banking!
⏱( How many hours of support?!
🧀🍐🍎🍤🍲 Grocery shopping and
❓(*4♀Î. Do I get to pick my
cooking!
?
life skills worker?
❓4♀ Someone to help me with my
⏰📅🏢🗺 How long to wait for a
stress, anxiety, and problems.!
unit? Where will it be?!
💡🗄Cleaning organizing!
🔎🏢 How big is the unit?!
“♂☕📝 Spectrum!
📅 Appointments!
d☕📝 BC Housing!
8☕📝 CLBC!

Candidate Interviews
Some individuals have
complex mental health
challenges and want help
with that, so we do that.!

Important things about me:!
🎁8🎀⏬⏫ I am VERY
complicated, I have
complex mental health
issues.
🐱❤🐶 I love cats and
puppies!
❤🎨 I love art!

I would like some help with:!
8☕!
84♀🌼 My mental health
🏢 Someplace to live!
My questions:!
💵 Budgeting bills banking!
🏢💵 How much is the rent?!
🧀🍐🍎🍤🍲 Grocery shopping and
⏱( How many hours of support?!
cooking!
❓(*4♀Î. Do I get to pick my
❓4♀ Someone to help me with my
?
life skills worker?!
stress, anxiety, and problems.!
⏰📅🏢🗺 How long to wait for a
💡🗄Cleaning organizing!
unit? Where will it be?!
📅 Appointments!
🔎🏢 How big is the unit?!
“♂☕📝 Spectrum!
d☕📝 BC Housing!
8☕📝 CLBC!

Candidate Interviews
Some individuals need help
with the basics, so we do
that.!

Important things about me:!
🍳🍝🍢 I am not good at
cooking
🧀🍞🍗🍆💵 I am not good at
grocery shopping
📚🔍🔭🔬 I am not very reading
and writing
#⃣⁉ I am not good with math
📥📤🗄I am not good at
organizing
💡I am not good at cleaning

I would like some help with:!
🏢 Someplace to live!
8☕!
💵 Budgeting bills banking!
🧀🍐🍎🍤🍲🍳 Grocery shopping and
My questions:!
cooking!
🏢💵 How much is the rent?!
#⃣✅ Learning math!
⏱( How many hours of support?!
📚✅ Learning to read and write!
❓(*4♀Î. Do I get to pick my
?
❓4♀ Someone to help me with my
life skills worker?!
stress, anxiety, and problems.!
⏰📅🏢🗺 How long to wait for a
💡🗄📥📤Cleaning organizing!
unit? Where will it be?!
📅 Appointments!
🔎🏢 How big is the unit?!
“♂☕📝 Spectrum!
d☕📝 BC Housing!
8☕📝 CLBC!

Candidate Interviews
We encourage individuals to
ask us questions.!

Important things about
me:!
❤💼⏱⏰📅 I love
working so I will
require my life skills
worker to have a
flexible schedule to
support me
💙 Ú✨🦄✨ I love
Japanese anime!

I would like some help with:!
:♂☕!
Ü📅💜›🍎🍏🌺🦄 My work schedule
My questions:!
and living a healthy lifestyle
🏢💵 How much is the rent?
🏢 Someplace to live!
⏱( How many hours of support?
💵 Budgeting bills banking!
❓(*4♀Î. Do I get to pick my life
🧀🍐🍎🍤🍲 Grocery shopping and
skills worker?
cooking!
❓4♀📅 Will my life skills worker be
?
❓4♀ Someone to help me with my
able to fit my schedule?
stress, anxiety, and problems.!
⏰📅🏢🗺 How long to wait for a unit?
💡🗄Cleaning organizing!
Where will it be?
📅 Appointments!
🔎🏢 How big is the unit?
“♂☕📝 Spectrum!
d☕📝 BC Housing!
8☕📝 CLBC!
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Over the years we have served up to 20
unique individuals at a time, living in 5 cities.
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Vancouver
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Burnaby
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New Westminster
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Surrey
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As individuals live their lives things change, relationships, school,
work, health, etc. The Partnership adapts to serve them.
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[💍 I am getting
married! ✨💏✨
4♀🔑💛 I need to
find a daycare for
my child! å

<🎓h My
daughter
graduated from
High School!

4♀ I am having a
baby! ✨å✨
:♂☀ I want to
go to school!🎓
:♂☔ I lost my job 💼

( I am having a
baby! ✨'✨
:♂☔ My health
is getting worse
:♂☀ My health
is getting better!
:♂☀ I got a new job!
💼

As people change or their circumstances become different
some individuals leave and new persons move into BCH
and get services. The Partnership adapts to serve them.
8® Bye! Thanks for
everything! I am moving
to Vancouver Island!
®👪👨👩👧🌻✈💛💚💙🏢🏡🌲⛴

: ® Bye! Thanks for
everything! I am moving
to be closer to my family!

:® Bye! Thanks for
everything! I feel I want
to live with my family!
:♂® Bye! Thanks for
everything! I feel I need to live
with my family, I need them
and they need me!

Some individuals need to move
within BCH and continue with
their Spectrum services.
🚝🏢🐱🚽🚿🛁🚪🖼🛏🛌🖥💻🕰⚱🏢🚚🐶🌳

[💍 I am getting
married! ✨💏✨ I need
a bigger place!🏢

🎄👜🎓💼🐹🐠🍳🌺☔🍼⚽💑🏢📱🚌🌲

( I am having a
baby! ✨'✨ I
need a bigger
place!🏢

We do a lot more than I have time⏳...or emoji😀 to say right
now...let us just say we do a lot🏆, with a lot of unique
people• in a lot of places🌎....
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Thanks for your time, I am...
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(Translation) Larry Greco
A manager from...

Any questions?

